Now You’re Thinkin’ Smart!

Southern
Arizona’s Largest
Fixed Wireless
Internet Service
Provider For
Businesses

How We Can Help

Your organization needs to remain agile to respond to changing business needs.
With our innovative information and wireless networking solutions we give
businesses the ability to meet these needs.
1. Business Internet - Simply Bits offers Southern Arizona’s most flexible, scalable and costeffective Business Internet Service.
2. Hosted VoIP - Get clear digital phone service without any equipment or hassles with Hosted
VoIP Service from Simply Bits.
3. Wi-Fi - Simply Bits specializes in custom solutions for unique connectivity locations, from
WLAN to Wi-Fi Hotspots.
4. Wide Area Network - Seamlessly connect multiple locations together using the Managed
WAN Service from Simply Bits.
5. Hosting - Simply Bits specializes in all forms of web, e-mail and application hosting.
6. Colocation - Retain control over the administration and maintenance of your equipment
while minimizing monthly infrastructure costs.
7. Fax to E-Mail - Receive your inbound faxes in your e-mail inbox using our FaxToGo Service.

Simply Bits, LLC, headquartered in Tucson, Arizona is a privately held company committed to
creating Southern Arizona’s best wired and wireless network for delivery of Internet access, voice,
fax, enhanced broadband applications and solutions. This network allows Simply Bits to serve
small, medium & large businesses, educational institutions, and government agencies throughout
Southern Arizona. Our customer base represents diverse industries including health care, financial
services, legal services, insurance and real estate.
Simply Bits provides service to over 1,000 corporate accounts in the largest metropolitan market in
Southern Arizona, including the Tucson area, Marana, Green Valley, Vail, Tubac, Rio Rico and Nogales.
The company’s service area encompasses more than 1,000 square miles and covers more than 50,000
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in population centers that include more than 1 million
households.

Call Us
Today!

Partnerships
Simply Bits maintains partnerships with reputable software and hardware vendors to help achieve
complete solutions for our customers. Partners include:

For a complimentary
technology assessment

(520) 545-0400
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Reliability and
Customer Service
All of Simply Bits’ services
are backed by our
unwavering commitment
to your total satisfaction.
Our services are supported
24x7 by our Network
Operations Center
in Tucson, while our
network is automatically
monitored around the
clock. We believe it is our
job to know about issues
and respond proactively,
providing our customers
with the highest possible
reliability.

Now
You’re
Thinkin’
Smart!

Business Internet
Simply Bits offers Southern Arizona’s most flexible, scalable and cost effective business Internet service.
When your business demands high-capacity, mission-critical bandwidth, Simply Bits’ broadband
solutions deliver unlike any conventional cable-based service. Plus, Simply Bits Business Internet Service
can be installed quickly and provides outstanding value.

Hosted Voice over IP (VoIP) Service
Simply Bits maintains and constantly upgrades state-of-the-art, standards-based voice
communications technology which allows us to provide a service that is inexpensive, flexible,
and feature rich. We eliminate expenses by managing the phone system infrastructure within our
cloud-based architecture. This technology gives your company virtual capacity, which means there
is no longer a need to provision additional phone lines to increase your capacity. Our system is
obsolescence-proof because we manage the system infrastructure for you. Even small companies can
have all the benefits and features of an enterprise-class system without the challenges or expenses of
owning and maintaining a traditional telephone system.

Wi-Fi Service
Simply Bits is a leading local expert in Wi-Fi services, assisting clients in all phases of Wi-Fi
implementation, from design and engineering, through implementation, maintenance and
management. Simply Bits has invested in a team of engineers that are skilled in all aspects of Wi-Fi
implementation. We combine that experience with the absolute best Wi-Fi equipment the industry
has to offer to create solutions that are problem-free and consistently deliver on the promises of Wi-Fi
technology. Our Wi-Fi solutions offer maximum benefit to the target audience, without compromising
security or performance. Whether you need a Wireless LAN (WLAN) to improve the effectiveness of your
employees, or want to offer a Wi-Fi hotspot to your patrons or customers, Simply Bits can provide a
superior solution.

Wide Area Network

Colocation

Simply Bits can seamlessly connect your
multiple sites or office locations into a logically
contiguous network through our Managed
WAN Service, dramatically simplifying access to
applications and resources across geographic
boundaries. We provide the cross-site access you
need, without sacrificing security or reliability.
Because the service is fully managed, you never
have to worry about bandwidth concerns,
availability or reliability.

Building and expanding the facilities that
house network architecture can be a major
roadblock to your company’s success. A
streamlined colocation center can clear the way
for companies in a variety of industries who are
seeking a faster, more economical way to deploy
their networks. Simply Bits Colocation Service
provides your servers a reliable, secure, constant
connection to the Internet through one of the
world’s finest telecommunication networks, all
for one monthly service fee!

Hosting Solutions
Our hosting services are customized specifically
for your business so you can maintain control of
your IT infrastructure while off-loading routine,
time-consuming administration to our technical
experts. You’ll gain peak performance and ondemand scalability without the costs typically
associated with buying, staffing and maintaining
these systems yourself.

Fax To Email
Your customers depend on you for quality
products and services. Now you can improve
your availability and increase response times
with a fax solution that keeps pace with you.
FaxToGo is a unique and convenient fax-to-email
service that gives you a personal, local phone
number to which anyone in the world can send
faxes anytime day or night.

* Products and services subject to change without notice. Some limitations apply. See associate for details.
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